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Abstract
We present CoPara1, the first publicly available
paragraph-level (n-way aligned) multilingual
parallel corpora for Dravidian languages. The
collection contains 2856 paragraph/passage
pairs between English and four Dravidian lan-
guages. We source the parallel paragraphs from
the New India Samachar magazine and align
them with English as a pivot language. We
do human and artificial evaluations to validate
the high-quality alignment and richness of the
parallel paragraphs of a range of lengths. To
show one of the many ways this dataset can
be wielded, we finetuned IndicBART, an S2S
transformer model on NMT for all XX-En pairs
of languages in CoPara which perform better
than existing sentence-level models on standard
benchmarks (like BLEU) on sentence level
translations and longer text too. We show how
this dataset can enrich a model trained for a task
like this, with more contextual cues and beyond
sentence understanding even in low-resource
settings like that of Dravidian languages. Fi-
nally, the dataset and models are made available
publicly at GitHub2 to help advance research
in Dravidian NLP, parallel multilingual, and
beyond sentence-level tasks like NMT, etc.

1 Introduction

Public and quality Multilingual data for Indic lan-
guages, explorations in NLP for the same, and in
general community interest has grown in the last
few years which gave us large parallel multilingual
sentence level datasets and models (Ramesh et al.,
2022; AI4Bharat et al., 2023). More specifically
there is also much needed and quality research
coming out in Dravidian NLP through commu-
nity efforts and workshops like DravidianLangTech
(Madasamy et al., 2022).

1CoPara is a reference to copra -meaning the kernel of
a coconut- that lent its name to English from Dravidian lan-
guages (its a cognate - ko[pp/bb]ar[a/i], in all 4 lan-
guages we explore) and the fact that the contribution is of an
aligned Paragraph corpora.

2https://github.com/ENikhil/CoPara

However, while we improve and amass resources
& techniques on Dravidian sentence-level NLP, we
should also utilize publicly available data to ex-
plore if there are structures beyond sentences that
can be mined to inform these growing models of
longer form texts (Zhang et al., 2019). This in-
formation could lead the models one step further
into solving straightforward problems like trans-
lating a paragraph (and not translating parts of it
and stitching it back together) or more subtle ones
like coreference resolution or author style feature
distinction (Gao and Shih, 2022).

This first paragraph/passage level multilingual
n-way aligned (PLA from here on) dataset in Dra-
vidian languages thus is a step towards opening up
research for these languages on document level par-
allel corpus creation/NMT (El-Kishky et al., 2020;
Zhang et al., 2022) and be an early part of the rare
but growing work in PLA corpus creation & NLP
(Thai et al., 2022; Zhang et al., 2019; Devaraj et al.,
2021; Gottschalk and Demidova, 2017).

The PLA work cited above and classic sentence-
level aligned works (SLA, like Europarl (Koehn,
2005)) show how PLA has directly bettered NMT,
has been helpful in obtaining better aligned sen-
tence level texts, linking entities across Wikipedia
like databases, better literary & medical text trans-
lation, etc. In the context of Dravidian languages,
early work like (J et al., 2010) & more recently
DravidianLangTech ’21 (Chakravarthi et al., 2021)
concluded (across 2 works) that sentence length &
complexity were crucial barriers to a good trans-
lation in this language family as well. With these
motivations we present CoPara the first public Dra-
vidian languages’ PLA corpus (example at Figure
1) which has a fair share of small & long passages,
some quality checks, and show how it bettered Dra-
vidian NMT (both sentence and paragraph level) as
an example of use.

https://github.com/ENikhil/CoPara
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Figure 1: An example from CoPara

2 Literature Review

2.1 The Dravidian Languages

Following is a brief introduction to the 4 Dravid-
ian languages and their morpho-syntactic features
of interest to motivate beyond sentence need of
context in a corpus, summarised from Gutman and
Avanzati (2013)’s compilation (find a more detailed
sociolinguistic history at Madasamy et al. (2022)).

Some languages in the Dravidian language fam-
ily (mainly South India and Asia), lack a written
form, but the following 4 prominent ones have de-
veloped a large body of written literature. These
agglutinative languages are mostly head-final with
a flexible Subject-Object-Verb (SOV) word or-
der, requiring the finite verb at the sentence’s end.
Each sentence permits one finite verb accompa-
nied by one or more non-finite verbs. Subordinate
clauses in these languages typically precede the
main clause. Kannada is a pro-drop language that
syntactically depends on case suffixes, postposi-
tions, participles, gerunds, and infinitives. Since
this makes the verb rich to express person and num-
ber, it allows subject omission. Tamil has its sub-
ject is usually in the nominative case. Subject-verb
agreement exists, and verbs agree in person, num-
ber, and gender. It employs postpositions and case
inflection to indicate syntactical relations. Telugu’s
syntactic functions are conveyed through case suf-
fixes and postpositions following the oblique stem.
It is a pro-drop language too but lacks coordinat-
ing conjunctions, and coordinated phrases lengthen
their final vowels. Relative clauses are formed us-
ing a relative participle instead of a finite verb. Fi-
nally, Malayalam closely resembles Tamil, but has
diverged since the 8th century. It is agglutinative
like Dravidian languages but has lost subject-verb
and person-number agreement.

2.2 Related Work

There is some research on PLA pairs in a larger
SLA dataset like Europarl but scarce work that
focuses exclusively on creating a PLA corpus or
NLP tasks on the same. The closest works (Thai
et al., 2022; Zhang et al., 2019) respectively con-
tribute the Par3 (multilingual, not n-way) & a
Chinese-English translated novels’ dataset. Thai
et al. (2022) conclude that the current metrics
(like BLEU (Papineni et al., 2002)) are insufficient
to qualify paragraph alignment or translation etc.
(thus we also do human evaluation on our data).
They also find that NMT sentence-level transla-
tions are too literal as compared to human ones
but BLEU prefers Google Translate over Humans.
Finally they find paragraphs as a key unit for a
literary paraphrase dataset and among Dravidian
languages they report BLEU scores around 15-17
only for En-Ta translation quality in the literary
domain. Similarly Zhang et al. (2019) innovate
a hierarchical model to learn both word level and
sentence level features to model a paragraph level
unit in the literary domain too. They highlight how
paragraph alignment is not a trivial task but make
sentence alignment easier while also being a richer
context for NMT models. Finally we model our
Results and Analysis of the NMT experiment by
plotting metric scores across sections of data with
increasing average lengths.

Finally, while exploring semi-automatic meth-
ods to gauge a translator’s style (Gao and Shih,
2022) highlight that sentence level auto textual
aligners are more prone to errors than paragraph
ones in Chinese-English and that sentence bound-
aries are not neatly defined by punctuation bound-
aries making paragraphs preferable, while (Gupta
and Pala, 2012) make a Hindi-English aligner &
found that it did better with aligned paragraphs,
finally (Gottschalk and Demidova, 2017) showed
that PLA with overlapping information in partner
Wiki articles help make a comprehensive overview
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over shared entity facets in multilingual editions.

3 The CoPara Dataset

The dataset is based on the "New India Samachar"
magazine (PIB, 2020), a publication launched by
the Information and Broadcasting (I&B) Ministry
of India in 2020 and published on a fortnightly ba-
sis in English and twelve different Indic languages.
The magazine disseminates information on cabinet
decisions, features content like ’Mann ki Baat’, and
discussions on prevailing issues.

We processed (Pipeline at Figure 2) 15 of these
issues published in 2022 (subset picked randomly)
to create CoPara. Thus we had a total of 75 issues
as we aimed to align each of the 15 issues in an
n-way manner across 5 languages: English and 4
Dravidian languages (Kannada, Tamil, Telugu, and
Malayalam). This resulted in 2856 n-way aligned
paragraphs with statistics as highlighted by Table 1.
These statistics show that CoPara is consistent with
general relative linguistic features e.g. for each sen-
tence that is a part of an n-way aligned paragraph
in English, it will be on an average longer than a
Dravidian languages’ sentence (more agglutinative)
w.r.t. Word Length.

Avg. Len. kn ml ta te en
Tokens 100.6 105.4 103.2 105.8 108.6
Words 49.7 45.8 53.0 52.1 70.2

Sentences 3.9 4.1 4.3 4.5 3.8

Table 1: Average Lengths of CoPara paragraphs on
various levels of units across languages

The following sections detail the steps of the
data processing and show a detailed analysis of
alignment quality too.

3.1 Data Creation
3.1.1 Imaging and Alignment
Given the characteristic presence of image-based
text or non-standard encoding in all the Dravid-
ian language magazines (mostly because they were
PDFs), direct text extraction was highly erroneous.
Thus the first step for an annotator (native speaker
of the Dravidian language magazine is in) was
to copy an English magazine content and then to
capture screenshots of the corresponding Dravid-
ian magazines for more accurate text extraction
via standard Optical Character Recognition (OCR)
software later.

This process involved 6 annotators who subse-
quently segmented these magazine contents by in-

dicating breaks throughout the copied/screenshot
magazine by using a combination of article breaks
($A$) and paragraph breaks (#P#). These breaks
were identified by annotators after briefing them
on the process of using visual cues like relative
positioning, spatial heuristics, and matching design
elements.

This was then checked for errors and re-
annotated if required until it was satisfactorily
aligned. This segmenting was served as the main
way to align paragraphs across all language ver-
sions of a given magazine.

3.1.2 OCR and cleaning
For the next step of transforming these image doc-
uments into the necessary text format, we used
Google Cloud Vision’s OCR API (Google, 2017)
as it is capable of generating outputs with higher
confidence than other solutions that we tested (like
Tesseract OCR and Amazon Textract) and supports
English & all the Dravidian languages considered.

The generated textual data was then refined by
the same team of annotators to maintain quality and
de-noise text-image-text conversion by tackling is-
sues such as misinterpreted characters, incorrect
order, missing words, inappropriate formatting, and
other noisy artifacts.

Following this refinement, the text is subjected to
further standard text pre-processing to remove extra
punctuations, redundant whitespaces, line breaks,
and hyperlink fixes.

3.1.3 Splitting into paragraphs
The text is then aligned using the article breaks, re-
sulting in 1893 n-way aligned articles. To ensure
accurate paragraph alignment for the next step, we
cross-examine each article in all languages, tally-
ing the number of internal paragraphs. In instances
where the count is identical, the corresponding para-
graphs are assumed congruent and the tuple is incor-
porated into the dataset (in line with assumptions of
previous work) - this holds even if the count totals
to a single paragraph.

Finally, we tokenize each (now aligned) para-
graph from all tuples using the IndicBART-
XXEN3 (Dabre et al., 2021) tokenizer from the
Hugging Face Library, and if the resulting token
count surpasses 512, the corresponding tuple is
filtered out to allow for higher compatibility with
existing language models. This rigorous procedure

3https://huggingface.co/ai4bharat/
IndicBART-XXEN

https://github.com/tesseract-ocr/tesseract
https://aws.amazon.com/textract/
https://huggingface.co/models
https://huggingface.co/ai4bharat/IndicBART-XXEN
https://huggingface.co/ai4bharat/IndicBART-XXEN
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Figure 2: CoPara Creation Pipeline

culminates in a parallel paragraph-level corpus con-
taining 2856 n-way aligned passages, where n = 5
(English, Kannada, Tamil, Telugu, Malayalam).

3.2 Data Quality

We adapt previous work in parallel sentences’ In-
dic language multilingual corpus quality estimation
(Ramesh et al., 2022) to fit to our paragraph-level
corpus quality estimation tasks. We do two experi-
ments to approximate the Semantic Textual Simi-
larity (STS) of our data tuples as a proxy for their
alignment quality as a correctly aligned paragraph
will be generally highly similar to its other lan-
guage counterpart too.

The two experiments are conducted on a ran-
domized & length balanced subset (5%) of the data
respectively an Artificial estimate (Section 3.2.1)
by calculating the cosine similarity of cross-lingual
embeddings and a Human estimate (Section 3.2.2)
by asking human annotators to rate the same sen-
tences on a 0-5 scale designed for an STS task.

3.2.1 Artificial Alignment Evaluation
To artificially estimate how aligned our data tuples
are, we generate cross-lingual embeddings using
the indic-sentence-similarity-sbert4 (Deode et al.,
2023) (Sentence-BERT) model for all paragraphs
from the different languages in our corpus to map
them to a shared vector space. These embeddings
are reliable as this model is the state-of-the-art for
Indic cross-lingual similarity (also we did not need
to truncate data as all were bound to be below 512
tokens by design).

We use these to calculate the alignment score for
each XX-En (Dravidian-English) paragraph pair
with the cosine similarity function. Descriptive
statistics for the same are shown in Table 2, and the

4https://huggingface.co/l3cube-pune/
indic-sentence-similarity-sbert

distribution of alignment scores across all tuples
for all XX-En pairs are shown in Figure 3.

cos_sim kn-en ml-en ta-en te-en
Mean 0.892 0.819 0.864 0.852

SD 0.047 0.073 0.065 0.064
Min 0.162 0.187 0.137 0.218
Max 0.975 0.948 0.979 0.965

Table 2: Descriptive statistics for xx-en alignment scores

(a) kn-en (b) ml-en

(c) ta-en (d) te-en

Figure 3: The graphs for cosine-similarity (x-axis, goes
from 0-1) distribution against number of tuples (y-axis)

We can observe that all XX-En language tuples’
averages are above 0.8 making them very simi-
lar to each other overall. Kannada comes out to
be the best-aligned subset of CoPara in terms of
the highest means and lowest standard deviations.
Meanwhile, Malayalam seems the lowest in the
same terms.

A closer look at the lower (<0.5, which are less
than 3% data in all of these XX-En tuples) cosine-
similar tuples, shows that some of these tuples have
a sentence more or less than the other which would
have occurred because of how the translation was

https://huggingface.co/l3cube-pune/indic-sentence-similarity-sbert
https://huggingface.co/l3cube-pune/indic-sentence-similarity-sbert
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done and to which paragraph a border sentence
fit more. Another set of low-performing tuples
shows the existence of a referenced entity in one
of the languages of the tuple and just a pronoun
referral in the other. In this case, embedding-based
cosine-similarity has only limited context outside
of paragraphs to understand that the alignment is
actually fine (this is a fallback consistent with SLA
datasets).

3.2.2 Human evaluation
To assess the semantic textual similarity and gauge
alignment quality, we enlisted the assistance of one
human annotator for each subset of language pairs.
We provided them with guidelines and utilized the
scoring system from Agirre (Agirre et al., 2016),
ensuring they were adequately briefed on the crite-
ria. Annotators might have differed in their choice
of minimum and maximum values when assigning
scores. To account for variations in the scoring pref-
erences of annotators, we normalized their marked
scores within the range of 0 to 1. Normalizing the
scores allows for a more consistent and standard-
ized evaluation across all annotators, which would
lead to a fairer assessment of the alignment quality.

score kn-en ml-en ta-en te-en
Mean 0.850 0.752 0.814 0.850

SD 0.245 0.301 0.278 0.245
Min 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
Max 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0

Table 3: Descriptive statistics for xx-en alignment scores

(a) kn-en (b) ml-en

(c) ta-en (d) te-en

Figure 4: The graphs for annotator-score (x-axis, goes
from 0-1) distribution against the number of tuples (y-
axis)

Based on the human evaluation, can observe that
all XX-En language tuples’ averages are above
0.75, making them quite similar to each other. Kan-
nada and Telugu come out as the best-aligned sub-
sets of CoPara with Malayalam being the lowest
aligned in terms of the mean and the standard devi-
ation.

We see that both human and artificial STS scores
indicate that while Kannada is more highly aligned
and Malayalam is the least of the set, CoPara
as an overall set is aligned well and is a usable
dataset for parallel paragraph-level tasks in Dravid-
ian Languages. We show how it actually improves
a sentence-level NMT model’s performance in Dra-
vidian languages in the next section.

4 Neural Machine Translation by
Fine-tuning on CoPara

We now show how CoPara can be used to improve
NMT in Dravidian languages. For the same, we
take a multilingual Indic Language Model fine-
tuned on the NMT task. We further finetune it on
our dataset and check if the performance increases
as compared to base model’s results.

4.1 Dataset

As this experiment required comparable results to
existing models, we sampled 5% data out from
the main dataset, for evaluation. This data was a
collection of five parts, labeled from 1 to 5, with
each section corresponding to a specific number of
sentences within a data point.

Section 1 of the evaluation set exclusively con-
tains single sentence-length paragraphs, with an av-
erage of 30 token length (other sentence-level Indic
datasets have had 25 as an average sentence length)
for us to keep it comparable to existing models. In
contrast, like (Zhang et al., 2019) our last evalua-
tion section, section 5 comprises paragraphs that
exceed five sentences, representing longer texts.
While all the sections between 1 and 5 represent
the number of sentences each passage has, in that
section. Finally we used the embeddings generated
from the last section to find out which evaluation
paragraphs were very similar (>0.8) to fine-tuning
data. We found 28 such data points out of 130 that
we sampled, leaving us with 102 aligned passages
to run statistics on and infer from them.
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Language Pairs → kn-en ml-en ta-en te-en
↓ Dataset evaluated base FT base FT base FT base FT
CoPara section 1 27.99 43.47 18.75 22.20 19.73 23.94 14.85 20.86

FLORES101 devtest 11.87 15.55 12.08 15.38 12.77 15.17 15.19 17.02
CoPara section 2 23.79 40.08 18.92 31.79 21.17 28.34 16.29 23.77
CoPara section 3 22.42 39.33 12.82 27.52 19.19 30.23 12.45 23.68
CoPara section 4 23.12 41.02 8.82 27.57 12.60 25.72 8.95 25.54
CoPara section 5 18.71 35.94 10.95 21.22 8.94 25.58 10.86 21.65
CoPara averaged 24.12 40.63 15.33 26.39 17.92 26.84 13.46 22.93

Table 4: BLEU scores for base vs finetuned on all XX-En pairs across all sections and FLORES101 devtest

4.2 Model

For our experimentation, we employed In-
dicBART, a multilingual sequence-to-sequence
Transformer model specifically pretrained on Indic
languages. Architecturally, it utilizes 6 encoder and
decoder layers with model and filter dimensions of
1024 and 4096 respectively on 16 attention heads
(244M parameters). In specific, we utilized the pub-
licly available IndicBART-XXEN variant, which is
already finetuned on the PMI(Haddow and Kirefu,
2020) and PIB(Siripragada et al., 2020) sentence-
level datasets for XX-En NMT. This will be our
base model from here on.

4.3 Training

We utilized an 85:10:5 split on our dataset for train-
ing, development, and evaluation purposes. The
training set was used to fine-tune the model us-
ing YANMTT(Dabre and Sumita, 2021), while the
development set helped determine early stopping
checkpoints. The evaluation set was utilized for
qualitative, and quantitative evaluation of transla-
tions. Fine-tuning was performed individually for
each XX-En language pair, using a batch size of
512 tokens for 10 epochs on an Nvidia V100 GPU.
The best-performing checkpoint for each XX-En
translation pair was saved as the final model.

4.4 Results

Table 4 presents a comparison of the performance
of the IndicBART-XXEN model before and after
fine-tuning it with our dataset. The finetuned ver-
sion performs better than the base model across all
language pairs and all sections. For a more general-
ized result and testing CoPara fine-tuned model’s
increase in performance outside of our corpus, we
tested on the similarly sized FLORES101 devtest
(Goyal et al., 2021) as well. Table 5 shows that the
fine-tuned model does better on this benchmark as

Figure 5: CoPara increases performance. Sections are
representative of the number of sentences per paragraph
and the Increase is in percent increase from baseline
scores

well, across the 4 languages.
Figure 5 summarises the results from CoPara

evaluation, across different sections/lengths. These
results show that the 1-sentence section of the eval-
uation set showed a 55% increase from the base-
line BLEU scores (other metrics were similar) on
finetuning. This increase because of finetuning in-
creases as we make the paragraphs contain more
sentences until it is composed of 4 sentences, after
which there is still an increase from the baseline but
not proportionate to the increase in the number of
sentences. This implies that CoPara does increase
a model’s paragraph handling capabilities but only
up to a certain point, more work needs to be done
for article-sized texts.

Across the 4 languages, we independently also
calculated the effect of the standard deviation of
cosine similarities on the increase in scores from
baseline on just 1-sentence paragraphs and found
that there was a -0.97 (Pearson’s) correlation be-
tween the two. This indicates that as a dataset gets
less reliable in paragraph alignment, the efficiency
of it being able to enrich a sentence-level NMT
model decreases. This also helped us explain why
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Language Pairs → kn-en ml-en ta-en te-en
↓ Dataset evaluated base FT base FT base FT base FT
CoPara section 1 0.933 0.956 0.916 0.933 0.923 0.930 0.916 0.933

FLORES101 devtest 0.933 0.925 0.925 0.932 0.927 0.925 0.920 0.936

Table 5: BERTScores for base vs finetuned on all XX-En pairs for section 1 and FLORES101 devtest

the Kannada fine-tuned model did consistently bet-
ter than the Malayalam one.

Finally since BLEU has been shown insufficient
as a metric for NMT (especially for longer texts),
we tried out BERTScore (Zhang et al., 2020) (Ta-
ble 5) to confirm results on sentence level perfor-
mances of out model across languages and on teh
FLORES101 devtest set as well. We see that except
Kannada & Tamil data in the FLORES101 devtest
sets, CoPara fine-tuning consistently increases per-
formances and on these two the performance is still
comparable.

5 Conclusion

We establish CoPara as the first parallel paragraph-
level Dravidian n-way corpus by showing how it
was formed and its quality by doing various evalu-
ations. We then show that it significantly increases
a sentence-level NMT model’s performance on not
just sentence level but also on paragraph-level data.
We show that it does not hamper the base model’s
performance on sentence-level NMT, while enhanc-
ing it for processing paragraphs. These analyses are
done on a different benchmark and on two different
metrics as well.

We hope that this opens up avenues for long text
and document-level NLP in Dravidian languages
and that CoPara is grown both in quantity and
quality by succeeding works.

6 Future Work and Limitations

One big improvement could be to find out better
ways to align Malayalam data after finding sys-
tematic inaccuracy patterns and make it as good as
Kannada data for a better CoPara. We can also fine-
tune existing NMT models for the En-XX transla-
tion tasks and experiment with multilingual train-
ing to see if it can improve performance.

Recent work on Europarl (Amponsah-Kaakyire
et al., 2021) showed that using a pivot language
could cause deprecation, it would be interesting to
see if the same applies to low resource language
settings like Dravidian and work more on the same.

(Thai et al., 2022) finds that human evaluations
are still better than existing sentence-level metrics.
One improvement to our work would have been to
employ a more paragraph-relevant human evalua-
tion but another improvement that is much needed
is for a new set of metrics for this task.

Finally, future work can also try a hierarchical
model like (Zhang et al., 2019) on our dataset to see
if it can utilize the data better while we can work
in parallel to make our models consume bigger
paragraphs in innovative ways.
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